Amberley Gardens Weddings- Ceremony Package
Inclusions
-

Exclusive use of venue
30 Chairs
Signing Table with skirt and two chairs
Red Carpet Aisle Runner
Coordination Service
Music system to play general background music before and after the service and chosen
pieces for ceremony.
- Drinks service-BYO drinks of your choice and we will chill and serve them to your guests
after your ceremony whilst you and your bridal party enjoy having their photos taken in
amongst the many photo opportunities in our grounds.
- Gazebo Decorations
- Tea ,Coffee and Water station

$1200.00
The ceremony only package is not available for Saturday’s between Sept & May

Optional Extras
-

Additional chairs $2.50ea
Chair covers and sashes $4.90ea
White Carpet $60.00
Giant LOVE letters $150
Post and Rail $90.00
Rose Topiaries $120 pair
- White Market Umbrellas $50
- Unplugged Ceremony sign and easel $ 75

INFORMATION/ TERMS AND CONDITIONS
-

To confirm the booking a $300 deposit is required for ceremony only.
Payment required in full by two weeks prior to the day.
For electronic payments- Account Name- M & A Miller, BSB 016 441, acc no 570633192. Please use
surname as reference.
In the event of a cancellation, deposits are transferrable, subject to availability, but not refundable.
Cancellations are required in writing.

-

Damages and Repairs- The hirer will be responsible for any expense in connection with repairs for
damage, breakages or loss of equipment and improper use of equipment and/or extra cleaning
which may become necessary due to damage or other causes during the period of the function.

-

The hirer is to ensure that nothing is permitted which is disorderly or unlawful in connection with
the use of the venue.

-

Amberley Gardens reserves the right to ban and/or have any person/group removed from the
premises where that person has, or is likely to cause injury/damage to the venue, to other persons or
property.

-

Amberley Gardens is not and will not be responsible for any loss or damage to any property
belonging to either the hirer or to any person using the facility at the invitation of the hirer.

-

Children on the premises are to be under the supervision of a responsible adult at all times. Hirers
must ensure that children are not placed at risk upon entering or leaving the venue.

-

Upon receipt of a deposit, the hirer accepts and agreed to the above terms and conditions.

BOOKING FORM AND DETAILS
BRIDEGROOMWEDDING DATEPHONE No’s –
EMAIL ADDRESSCEREMONY DETAILS
LOCATION AND TIMEMUSIC SELECTION- (4 PIECES)CELEBRANTPHOTOGRAPHERBRIDAL CARSCARPET- RED____ White- ( additional $60)_________
CHAIRS X 30 INCLUDEDADDITIONAL CHAIRS Y/ N Quantity____________
CHAIR COVERS AND SASH Y/N ( $4.90ea)______________
OTHER DECORATIONS –
BAR SERVICERECEPTION LOCATION AND TIMEADDITIONAL NOTES-

PAYMENT DETAILSHIRE FEE
DEPOSIT PAID

$
$

